The European Research Council (ERC) has guides available to help inform researchers interested in grant funding on how to prepare their proposals for submission. These informational videos provide insights into starting a proposal, writing a proposal, how ERC evaluates proposals, and preparing for the interview stage of the process. The guide videos, known as “ERC Classes,” explain everything researchers need to know about the application and evaluation process.

All ERC Classes can be accessed here.

Links to individual classes:

- Step-by-step overview of the ERC application process
- How to get started with your ERC proposal
- How to write Part 1 of your ERC proposal
- How to write Part 2 of your ERC proposal
• How the ERC evaluates proposals

• How to prepare for your ERC interview

• All about ERC grant proposals: step by step (teaser)

Those interested should watch these videos and stay tuned to the APS and ERC websites for open calls for ERC grant applications.